Residential burglary
Clarksville, 21029: 12000 block of Misty Rise Court, Apr. 13-15
Unknown suspect(s) gained entry to a possibly unlocked garage and stole two bicycles.

Ellicott City, 21042: 3400 block of Plum Tree Drive, Apr. 14-17
Unknown suspect(s) gained entry to a storage shed on the property by cutting the lock and stole a dirt bike.

Theft from vehicle
Columbia, 21044: 5200 block of Lightfoot Path & 5200 block of Winding Star Circle, Apr. 16-17
Unknown suspect(s) gained entry to at least three possibly unlocked vehicles and stole change, a cellphone and a knife.

Vehicle theft
Columbia, 21045: Pub Dog, 8800 block of Stanford Boulevard, Apr. 18 1:35 a.m.
A victim reported he lost his keys while inside the restaurant. A witness reported that he observed two male suspects standing behind the victim, picking up an object off the floor and walking out. The car is a 2015 Toyota Camry with Maryland plates 5CL4428.
SUSPECTS: two black males in their 20s with dreadlocks, one wearing a gray hoodie, the other wearing a black hoodie
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